It was all simple enough. You see, the wooden tower was rooted as the
trees are. Unless uprooted it could not fall for it would not break, not-
withstanding the barrel simile. Try, sometime, yourself to break a barrel!
Pvomeo and Juliet stood in full view from five farmhouses on five
brotherly farms and Aunt Jane could see it from her sitting-room window.
Several months after it was finished the first real sou'wester struck—in
the night. As promptly as Aunt Jane's and Aunt Nell's, at sun up the
anxious faces of five grey-bearded farmer brothers all came to as many
farm-house doors shading their eyes to peer over at the new tower. It was
still there. The Aunts promptly took their tower for granted. But the
brothers kept on peering. For 'what was one storm, after all'. A few years
later Uncle Thomas, arch-conservative, died.
But year after year this little drama of unfaith—typical of scepticism
directed toward the Idea everywhere on earth—went on in the beloved
valley. Storm after storm swept over. But each storm only left all nearer
the conviction that the next must be the last. The uncles would shake their
heads doggedly after coming to the door to look at the tower, each storm the
tower weathered. Cramer, the builder, died ten years later. The staunch
Timothy, stone-mason, followed the builder to the mysterious 'whatever'
to which during his long and simple lifetime he had made allusion.
Then Uncle James died. Uncle John, the miller, died some years later.
Some twenty-five years after the tower came to stand on the hill both the
Lloyd-Jones sisters passed away to rest, their tower still standing. Uncle
Philip, arch-sceptic, soon after moved away to the city, an old, old man.
Uncle Jenkin died. But Uncle Enos, Sister Anna's younger brother, aged
and alone now, never failed true to the habit of that long vigil, to come to
the door after a storm and shading his eyes with his hand peer over at the
tower to see the damage it had suffered at last. Now he too has moved
away to the city where he can no longer see the tower.
Had the tower fallen at any time during that period, unfaith would
have found and uttered judgment.
Now nearly forty-four years have gone by since the amateur windmill
tower—'Romeo and Juliet*—took its place on the hill in the sun over-
looking the beloved valley. I, the author of its being, hair getting white
now as Aunt Nell's was when, before the tower was built, she first walked
to the window to see its wheel spinning there among the trees, look over
from Taliesin. Seemingly good as ever the wooden tower that was an
experiment still stands in full view. Shall I take it down, faithful servant
serving so well, so long? Or shall I let it go until it falls just as I myself
must do—though neither tower nor I show any signs of doing so.
The tower is weatherbeaten. My hair is grey. One never knows. But
when we fall, there will surely still be those to say, 'Well, there it is—
down at last! We thought sol*
No. Romeo and Juliet shall live to crash down together.
About the time Romeo and Juliet came to stand on the hill known as
'Hillside', I had begun work on the Middle Western prairies: the buildings
that came later to be known as *New School of the Middle West'.
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